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NOTICE OF MEETING 

 

The next meeting of the Branch will be held on the  19th June at the Melbourne Camera Club Building, cnr. 

Dorcas & Ferrars Sts  South Melbourne at 8pm.  Member’s are asked to bring along a tray of their favourite 

shells and maybe give a short talk as to their origin. 

 

Raffles and supper as usual. 

 

 

There will be no meeting in July, but a Bulletin will be issued prior to the August Meeting. 

 

The meeting reports for April, May & June will be contained in the August Bulletin. 

 

Thanks to Jack Austin for the continuing support of the club by donating the proceeds for the sale of craft 

shells he has collected. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Secretary                 Michael Lyons      Tel. No. 9894 1526 

Chairman                 Fred Bunyard        Tel. No. 9439 2147 

 

 

Printed courtesy of Steve Herberts Office, Parliamentary Member for Eltham 

 

 

Conus marmoreus Linne 
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Multiple drilling by predatory molluscs 
 

Boreholes on dead shells are often noticed by collectors and beachcombers and they can be caused by a 

variety of different organisms.  Most well known are the Naticidae, Muricidae and octopi, although capulids 

and even some marginellids are also recorded as predatory drillers.  It is somewhat unusal, however, for 

shells to be drilled more than once.  The illustrated shell is a specimen of Belloliva triticea (Duclos, 1835) 

which is remarkable in having been drilled 7 times.  It was retrieved from grit collected at Huskisson, NSW 

on 8 Mar 2006.  This species is common at the locality and several others had 3 or 4 perforations.  I also 

found Belloliva leucozona (Adams&Angus,1864) with 5 holes and Tomopleura subtilinea (Hedley, 1922) 

with 3. 

There seems to be several different ways in which multiple drill holes could occur.  They could be the result 

of simultaneous attack by multiple predators, however this seems unlikely especially on such a small shell.  

It could also occur if the early attempts fail to kill the animal, necessitating additional drills, or alternatively 

some of the drills could be performed after the animal is killed to facilitate feeding.  The latter would seem 

unlikely if the dead animal had been dissolved by digestive chemicals.   

The holes in the specimens of B. triticea have beveled 

edges, which according to Kabat (1990) indicates predation 

by naticids.  Burgess (1985) notes on page 34 that the 

South African Cypraeovula cowries often bear multiple 

perforations and I have a specimen of algoensis with 3 

holes seemingly from an octopus.  Jack Austin has shown 

me specimens of Notocypraea also with multiple drill 

holes.  Gary Rosenberg in `The Encyclopedia of Seashells' 

cites the arcane statistic that mollusc drilling proceeds at 

0.6mm per day, so the illustrated B. triticea is seemingly 

the result of a struggle over many days and involving a 

considerable amount of effort from the attacking naticid. 

Lynton Stephens 

 

Report on a living example of the snail Rufolacuna bruniensis (Beddome, 1883) (Mollusca.. 

Gastropoda: Littorinidae) 

 

A recent inter-tidal sighting of the marine micro-mollusc Rufolacuna bruniensis (Beddome, 1883) has 

allowed this report on the living animal. Ponder (1976) has described the anatomy of this species based on 

preserved specimens, but observation of the living animal has here allowed the natural colouration to also 

be recorded. 

This species was seen alive at Point Roadknight, Anglesea, Victoria on Sunday 9 January, 2005 during a 

field trip organised by the Marine Research Group of the Field Naturalists Club of Victoria. Running a sieve 

through rock pool algae procured a single living example (hereafter called specimen 1) upon which this 

report is based. A second live specimen (hereafter called specimen 2) was subsequently recorded on this 

day, but it was not in my possession to be examined alive. Both specimens, collected legally under permits 

held from Parks Victoria, have been preserved in 70% ethanol and are in the Museum Victoria awaiting 

formal lodgment. 

Specimen 1 was kept alive in seawater and examined in this medium under the stereomicroscope at 

magnifications up to x45, using fluorescent lighting. Notes and drawings were made at the microscope, and 

the shells of both individuals were accurately drawn at the Department of Marine Invertebrates, Museum 

Victoria, using a microscope fitted with a drawing tube. 

The living animal was white on the sole and sides of the foot. The dorsal aspect of the head was red, this 

colouration fading on the snout to a whitish-pink. The head and dorsal foot were also very lightly dusted 

with fine spots of black. The eyes were black and located at the base of each cephalic tentacle, the latter 

being semi-opaque and white in colour. Each eye on its medial aspect was bordered by a semi-circular band  
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or crescent of golden-yellow colouration. Ponder (1976: 113) describes the colour in preserved specimens 

as dark-grey on the snout and dorsal foot, and white on the sole and cephalic tentacles. 

 

The cephalic tentacles were relatively short, smooth and ventro-dorsally flattened. Only the cephalic 

tentacles protruded beyond the shell in the crawling animal. The snout was relatively short. The sole was 

smooth. The anterior border of the foot seemed transversely notched, suggesting an anterior pedal gland. 

The operculum was smooth, translucent, flat and paucispiral. The animal could be stimulated into 

activity by generating turbulence in the water. 
 

  

 Fig. 1 Dorsal view of head and anterior foot. 
 r = red colouration in the dorsal head.  y = golden yellow coloration. 
 
  Fig.2 Dorsal view of crawling animal. 
 
 

        Fig.1                  Fig.2                 The shells were glossy burgundy-brown in colour and short-spired. The 

surfaces were smooth but did display axial growth lines. The apertures were rounded and the shells widely 

umbilicate, the latter a feature that accommodated a large grain of sand in the specimen I that could not be 

readily dislodged. 
 

Fig.3 Shell drawings of specimen 1 
 
         (Scale line = 1mm) 
 
         (s =sand grain in the umbilicus 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig.4  Shell drawings of specimen 2 

 

          (Scale line = 1mm 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I thank Robert Burn for the identification of this species and for the reference paper cited below, and 

Museum Victoria for microscope access to produce the drawings. 

 

Reference: Ponder,WF. (1976). Three species of Littorinidae from southern Australia.  

Malacological Review, 9: 105-114. 

Platon Vafiadis 

 

Diving holiday to Western Australia 

The first dive we did (with Image Dive Charters) was an early morning 6am dive on the Sunday 26th March 

2006 at 35m reef (about 8Km off the coast from Hillary's Boat Harbour, Nth of Perth). Dreams of a Cypraea 

rosselli made me do it, but what a mistake. Great dive boat & Charter company but this was quite an 

advanced dive and a little ambitious for our first dive of the trip! We had only just arrived from Melbourne 

the day before. The visibility (viz) was quite average at less than 5m, there was current and we only had 

about 20 minutes bottom time at that depth! It was a low profile reef with some sponge growth, suffice to say 
we didn't see anything of interest.  
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After the deep dive I then did two charter dives (again with Image Dive Charters) off the northern side of 

Rottnest Island. The first at Swirl reef was the best dive I've ever done anywhere in the world. Forgetting 

about shells, the terrain was amazing with limestone caves & caverns, great sponge, soft & hard coral 

growth, and a mixture of tropical, sub tropical & temperate species. The water was very clear, around 25m+ 

viz and a warmish (to a Melbourne diver) 22 oC water temp! To me this was simply amazing! On this first 

dive in ~18m of water I did manage to find and take three lovely Cypraea venusta episema (65 - 70mm). 

Beautiful shells with a lovely beige/ brown coloured animal! These were found on sponge in caverns and on 

overhangs, an amazing experience. I did see other (non-cypraea) shells but left them. After a decent surface 

interval with a great lunch we prepared for the second dive at Rottnest. This second dive was in shallower 

water at Bear Hill cave. In ~11m of water I saw a massive Turbo jourdani, but the lip was chipped and it was 

too big for me to handle, so I just admired and left it. I did however take a lovely Turbo pulcher (an unusual 
shell to me) and a couple of fresh dead Haloitis scalaris for my wife Caroline.  

On the Monday I was lucky enough to head out with a local diving friend for the first of two planned days of 

diving in the Carnac/ Garden Island area's off Rockingham. The weather on the first day was great with near 

perfect diving conditions. Dive 1 was quite deep ~30m water at the five fathom bank off Rockingham. 

Dreams of a rosselli again (yeah right!). On this dive I stuck with my friend who found two deep water 

Cypraea friendii friendii sitting in a grey cup sponge. The larger shell (close to 100mm) looked perfect but it 

was sitting on eggs so was left. The other smaller shell (92mm) had some flaws (algae spots but no chips!). 

Apparently these deep water friendii are nearly always flawed. No other Cypraea were seen but I did find a 

stunning fresh dead Haloitis semiplicata (quite an uncommon species) for Caroline. What an amazing 
experience seeing the two friendii in the cup sponge, a tough but enjoyable dive. 

We then headed for shallower ground off Carnac Island. Dive 2 was in ~13m water and I saw a couple of 

friendii (left one which was very badly flawed and took the other back to the boat), a small Cypraea venusta 

episema f. sorrentensis and deep in a cave I saw a Cypraea marginata marginata (which I knew was flawed 

but I took it back to the boat as I wanted a photograph). I also found some amazing fresh dead Haliotis 

elegans (a great looking shell and apparently quite uncommon!) near an octopus hole. Back on the boat we 

compared shells. Unfortunately my friendii was chipped so I put it back to breed. I had a photograph taken 

with the marginata (only one I've ever seen in the wild) then put that back also to breed. My friend was 

surprised by the H.elegans as he said these are quite scarce and never found alive! Then he showed me what 
he had found… suffice to say he is an amazing shell diver!  

Dive 3 was in even shallower water ~8m closer in to Carnac Island. I saw two juvenile friendii including a 

very early stage bulla form (at ~5m) and other commoner shells which were all left. About 60min into the 

dive I went over to a small rock outcrop on the border with the sand. It didn't look promising but as I literally 

lay on my back and looked up under a small overhang close to the bottom I saw a dark friendii type shape. I 

took the shell and looked at it. I didn't quite know/ believe what I saw. I checked it again, it was dark, and 

there were no chips or other obvious flaws. I think the shell gods rewarded me just this once for leaving all 

the other flawed friendii shells!? I carefully placed it in my BCD pocket! I then did a quick swim out over 

the sand and saw a massive Melo miltonis (Southern Baler shell) lying in the sand (fresh dead) but with a 

sunburnt top? I picked it up but then thought, yeah what are you going to do with this? So put it back! As I 

climbed back on the boat with a smile I was trying hard not to show, my friend asked me did I find 

anything... I quietly said yeah one thing. When I showed him he said, "...You can't keep that, boat rules... A 

black friendii, I've only found three of these in my life etc.". So I had found a black 85mm friendii friendii in 

about 8m of water! Best shell I've ever found and likely to find! As it happens my friend didn't find anything 

on that dive! Mine was a very lucky find and if I never find another Zoila in my life I'll still be a happy man! 

Despite the Italian/ European collector for $400 US, my friend actually cleaned it for me (as we were 
travelling) and presented it back to me on our last day in WA! What can I say? 

Day 2 - Weather was not so good, so the planned 2 deeper & 1 shallow dive were changed to 2 shallower 

dives off Carnac Island again. Anyway my friend well and truly showed me who was boss, on the first dive 

he found some lovely stuff. All I saw was a badly flawed venusta and a less than average friendii, both of 

which were of course left! The lovely stuff my friend found included an amazing Cypraea marginata 
marginata, a few nice small venusta episema f. sorrentensis and a couple of nice friendii friendii. On this  
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dive I was also shown two large female friendii sitting on eggs in grey cup sponges, an amazing experience 

seeing them like that! It also made me realize just how vulnerable they are when sitting on the eggs in the 

grey cup sponges. If you know what you are looking for they are very easy to see/ find. Apparently there are 

unscrupulous divers in the Perth area who do take them from eggs! This is to me very sad and I would hate 

to unknowingly buy any Zoila that were taken off eggs. So my advice is to be careful whom you buy from! 

Thankfully the chips and flaws may just help to save the friendii! (but sadly I’ve recently started to see 

badly chipped friendii being offered cheaply on some commercial sites? A real shame and I have to ask 

what use are these shells to anyone? They should be left to breed!) 

On my final dive again off Carnac Island I did find a beautiful large Charonia lampas (one species I really 

like and was hoping to see, I did leave some smaller ones) and a couple of nice Ranella australasia. I only 

saw a flawed Cypraea venusta on that last dive, my friend saw no Cypraea! It again shows me just how 

random specimen shell diving is.  

We then went to Busselton about 3hrs south of Perth, a beautiful spot! I managed to convince my lovely 

wife (and helped carry her dive gear) to walk the 1.75Km along Busselton jetty for an afternoon shore dive 

out towards the end. A tough walk in the heat and a decent climb down one of the metal ladders to the 

water. It was a very nice dive, but quite shallow ~5m maximum depth and a very long swim back to shore! 

During the 90 minute dive I saw very few molluscs, Caroline however did find a small 65mm Cypraea 

friendii friendii sitting on red sponge in the seagrass and gave the shell to me. Despite looking on all the 

pylons, sponges etc (I was probably looking too hard!) I couldn't find one! A giant cuttlefish & multiple 

octopus were some of the other highlights.  

Next day we had two boat dives the first at 4 mile reef (found dead Haliotis scalaris & a semiplicata) and 

the second at the end of the jetty which was ok (our shore dive the day before was much more interesting 

though). I then did a boat night dive on the end of the jetty, which was very disappointing. The only 
molluscs I saw were a giant cuttlefish and a small file shell!  

The next day saw us driving further south where we snorkeled at Hamelin bay with the large Eagle & 

smooth stingrays which was a great experience. On our way back to Busselton we visited the shell museum 

at Margaret River and chatted with Peter & Kathy Ignoti. They have an amazing Shell collection display, 

without doubt the best shell museum I've been too. I bought a couple of really nice fresh bright orange 
Cypraea pulicaria and a Cypraea reevei that Peter had found on local night dives.  

A side trip to Dunsborough... A friend had told me about a place where I could snorkel for dwarf Cypraea 

friendii friendii. After asking a few people (mostly blank stares) I finally found an older guy that confirmed 

the area I was in was the correct site. It was now about 4pm, and Caroline probably thought I was nuts 

wanting to go for a snorkel! I went to a local hardware store and bought a rake and suited up. I found ribbon 

reed about 150m offshore in ~1 to 2m of water and used the rake handle to part it, very thick. I did see some 

of the small sponges I was looking for. No dwarf friendii were sighted but I did see some Turbo torquatus 

and large white tower creepers crawling in the sand under the weed. It was very hard work searching in the 

ribbon weed and after about 90 minutes I headed back exhausted to shore. Anyway at least I know where 

those dwarf friendii come from.  

We then headed up north for a week at Ningaloo reef in the Coral Bay/ Exmouth areas.  Unfortunately the 

weather was against us as we arrived a few days after the large cyclone crossed the coast. The diving was 
mundane at best and we saw relatively few molluscs. 

We both thoroughly enjoyed our two weeks in Western Australia and look forward to a return visit next 

year where we will concentrate on the southwest (Perth – Esperance). The scuba diving off Perth was a 
revelation to me and certainly the most interesting diving I’ve done anywhere in the world. 

Simon Wilson  


